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Urban Environments Bylaw 

August 2014 

 

Key Findings 

 79% think there should be a rule about the location of chicken coops 

 96% selected the two options provided regarding the distance between 

the coop and neighbouring houses, with 43% saying coops should be at 

least five metres away and 53% saying at least ten metres.  

 66% think the number of chickens should be less than 6, with 55% saying 

4-6 

 85% think there should be a rule about the number of cats, with 49% 

selecting 2 cats and 20% selecting 3 cats 

 60% think there should be a rule about beehives 

 41% think there should be a rule about sleeping in caravans 

 69% agree buskers should give their contact details to the Council before 

performing on public land and 92% agree that buskers must get 

permission to perform from the shop or business they are performing in 

front of. 

 61% think buskers should be able to play for longer than 30 minutes 

 83% think begging should NOT be allowed 

 An even split whether schools, community groups or charities wanting to 

ask for donations or selling lottery tickets on public land should have 

written permission from Council or not with 79% then agreeing they 

should only be required to provide the Council with their contact details 

and get a copy of the rules 

 90% think street advertising should be limited to ONE item, 81% agree 

with the current rules about where the advertising can be placed, and an 

even split whether all advertising should be by the kerb 

 74% support a liquor ban in Victory Square Reserve 

 95% support a liquor ban in the Fresh Choice carparks. 
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Methodology 

The survey was open between 20 August and 4 September 2014. It was sent to 

1230 people who had registered for Nelson City Council’s People Panel. Most of 

the people on the panel have been randomly selected and about 30 percent 

were from a database of residents who previously indicated they would like to 

give feedback on Council policies and decisions. 

There were 473 responses to the emailed survey. The response rate of 38 

percent is good compared to similar surveys.  

The demographics of the survey respondents differ from the wider Nelson 

population and under-represent people aged under 40. The demographics of 

survey respondents are compared with Nelson demographics at the end of this 

report.  

As not all the respondents were randomly selected it is not possible to calculate 

a margin of error or confidence level for the results. However the results still 

provide useful feedback from a significant number of residents. 

Click here for a copy of the questionnaire. 

Next steps 

The objective of the survey was to understand the community’s range of views 

on a variety of topics affecting urban areas in Nelson. The results will inform the 

options included in the Statement of Proposal, which will go out to the 

community for formal consultation and submissions. The options need to be 

broad enough to include any decisions the Councillors wish to make after 

hearing and considering submissions on the proposal. Gathering informal 

feedback from the public prior to the formal consultation stage reduces the risk 

of having to run a second formal consultation process if, as a result of 

considering submissions, Council want something included in the bylaw which 

wasn’t included as an option in the original Statement of Proposal. 

The Planning and Regulatory Committee will be considering the statement of 

proposal and draft bylaw at its meeting on 27 November 2014. Subject to 

approval at that meeting, the documents will be publicly notified on 29 

November, and open for submissions until mid-February 2015. A final bylaw is 

expected to be adopted by June 2015. 

  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/?sm=3AIQFD6vqAKVk5pV%2bjaMNFk7Awd7OTqmoeuRNee2nf94sHi%2bEHP0OqEecr4D2qzJ3RA1kxtzo84euqehz7tkabNZfcXco86V9McXM0%2bVzmQ%3d
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Detailed Results 

Chickens in urban areas 

 

 

 

 

79% think there should be a rule about the location of chicken coops. 

96% selected either of the two options provided regarding the distance 

between the coop and neighbouring houses, with 43% saying coops should 

be at least five metres away and 53% saying at least ten metres. The 

question noted that the distance measured would be between the coop and 

the neighbouring dwelling, not just the neighbouring fence or boundary. 

Two percent thought coops could be 2 or 3 metres away and one percent 

wanted distances further than ten metres.  

Comments from respondents were generally about the distance being 

dependent on a range of factors, such as the number of hens or the affected 

part of the neighbouring dwelling (garage compared with bedroom or living 

area). There was a suggestion that the rule just be whatever is standard 

around the rest of the country.  

66% think the number of chickens should be less than 6, with 55% saying 4-

6 chickens should be allowed. 29% thought 7-12 chickens should be allowed. 

A small number of people commented that the number should depend on the 

size of the property and a few others commented that no rule was needed, as 

long as noise and air quality rules are complied with and the living conditions 

are humane. 

When asked about particular issues that Council should consider about 

chickens in urban areas, the main concerns were about roosters, noise, 

smell, and vermin (rats, fleas, flies), roaming chickens and chicken welfare 

with suggestions that the coops need to be well designed and well 

maintained. There were a couple of suggestions that it might be helpful to 

have someone to give advice on keeping chickens. There were comments 

that the rules need to depend on the property size, the number of chickens, 

the housing density of the neighbourhood and the number of other chicken 

coops in the neighbourhood. A few people commented on the risk of chickens 

being attacked by cats or dogs. There were comments on the benefits of 

keeping chickens in providing eggs, waste management, social connection 

(sharing eggs) and education.  There were suggestions that neighbours’ 

approval should be sought. Another issue to consider is mobile chicken coops 

that would move around the property. 

 

Council has been asked to consider a rule about how close chicken coops can be 

to neighbouring houses. The current rule is that up to 12 chickens can be kept 

and any noise and odours must be confined to the property where the chickens 

are kept but there is no rule about where a chicken coop can be placed. 
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Cats 

 

 

 

85% think there should be a rule about the number of cats, with 49% 

selecting 2 cats and 20% selecting 3 cats. The survey only gave options of 2, 

3, 4 or 5 as a maximum number. Twelve percent selected ‘other’ with 3% 

suggesting no cats be allowed and 9% suggested one cat was enough. 

When asked about particular issues that Council should consider about the 

number of cats, the main concerns were to protect birds and other wildlife, to 

stop cats from going to the toilet on neighbours’ properties and for cats to be 

desexed, registered and chipped. There were suggestions that breeders could 

have exemptions, as well as people who are cat-sitting for a short period. 

There were also suggestions about the numbers being limited or banned in 

areas close to reserves, such as the Brook Sanctuary, Grampians and Centre 

of New Zealand. There were concerns about how these rules could be 

enforced, the cost of that enforcement and suggestions of non-regulatory 

measures. There was a suggestion that the rules be consistent with TDC. 

There were also suggestions that the number of cat allowed could depend on 

the housing type (flats, apartments) and the property size. 

 

Beehives 

 

 

 

Sixty percent think there should be a rule about beehives. However, a 

quarter of the comments were that beehives should be encouraged, due to 

their key role in pollination. The main concern was about the risk to 

neighbours with allergic reactions with suggestions that neighbours should be 

either informed or consulted on the placement of beehives. There were also 

comments about the risk of swarms and bee deposits on windows and 

washing lines, with suggestions that beekeeper guidance or training would 

mitigate this, e.g. ways to divert flight paths. There were suggestions to limit 

the number of hives that could be kept as well as to consider the section size, 

distance to neighbouring properties, and housing density. 

A small number of people thought beehives should be banned in urban areas. 

 

  

Some councils limit the number of cats allowed on one property. Nelson currently 

doesn’t have any rules about the number of cats. 

Some councils require beehives to be moved or removed if they are causing a 

nuisance or health risk to neighbours. Nelson currently doesn’t have any rules 

about beehives being kept in urban areas. 
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Caravans 

 

 

 

41% think there should be a rule about sleeping in caravans. 

People were most concerned that safety and sanitation issues were considered, 

such as access to toilets, smoke alarms, fire extinguishers, appropriate 

electricity connection, and adequate waste disposal.  

A lot of people felt caravans provided a necessary affordable housing option and 

that no rule was required. 

Others felt there was a need for rules about caravans, including limiting the 

number of caravans on a property, limiting the number of people living in them 

and making sure they weren’t parked close to boundaries or on the roadside. 

There were concerns about overcrowding, visual pollution and devaluing 

neighbouring properties. 

There were suggestions that caravans used for long-term accommodation should 

be subject to the same rules as a sleepout. Others suggested that the caravan 

should be able to be moved.  

There were a few comments suggesting people didn’t want caravans to be 

rented out as a commercial operation. 

Some people thought there should be exceptions to any rule if people were living 

in a caravan while their house was built. 

There were also a few comments that it would be difficult to monitor or enforce a 

rule on how long a caravan was used as a sleeping place. 

  

Nelson currently has rules that limit living in caravans or motorhomes on private 

properties. For example, they can only be used as a temporary sleeping place for 

a maximum of 50 nights each year. 
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Buskers 

 

 

 

 

69% agree buskers should give their contact details to the Council before 

performing on public land and 92% agree that buskers must get permission to 

perform from the shop or business they are performing in front of. 

61% think buskers should be able to play for longer than 30 minutes in any two 

hour period. 

There were many comments in favour of busking and the vibrancy it brings to 

the city. However, there were also comments recognising the need for time 

limits and permission from affected business operators, due to the variable 

quality of some buskers. Some commented that shop operators should be able 

to revoke their permission if the performance is having negative effects. There 

was also a suggestion that the busker’s contact details could be provided to the 

shop instead of to Council. 

There were concerns about noise (particularly amplifiers, recorded music or 

bagpipes) and the behaviour of some buskers (harassing passers-by or using 

offensive language). There were comments that the footpath and shops 

shouldn’t be obstructed and that buskers should keep the area around them 

tidy. There were a few suggestions that there could be designated places for 

busking, such as 1903 square. 

There was a question about how buskers, particularly visitors to the city, would 

know about the relevant rules. 

  

Nelson currently requires buskers to give their contact details to the Council 

before performing on public land. They must also get permission to perform from 

the shop or business they are performing in front of and must not stay in one 

place for more than 30 minutes in any two hour period.  
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Begging and Fundraising 

 

 

 

 

83% think begging should NOT be allowed. By begging, we mean asking for 

money for personal use, not for a charity. 

An even split whether schools, community groups or charities wanting to ask for 

donations or selling lottery tickets on public land should have written permission 

from Council or not with 79% then agreeing they should only be required to 

provide the Council with their contact details and get a copy of the rules. 

The range of comments indicated the moral dilemma people have about allowing 

begging or not. While some thought there shouldn’t be a rule and begging 

should be an option for those in financial hardship, others felt government and 

social agencies provided enough support and people just needed to be put in 

contact with those providers. Some felt additional bureaucracy was unnecessary 

as people could choose whether to donate or not. Some questioned how such a 

rule would be enforced. 

There were suggestions that getting Council permission for fundraising would 

enable numbers to be managed in specific locations and would prevent 

fraudulent operators. It was suggested that groups fundraising should display a 

permit or evidence that they had been officially permitted. Some suggested 

permission should be obtained from any business where the fundraising was set 

up, with some saying that permission could be instead of asking Council. 

While some felt only registered charities should be permitted to fundraise on 

public land, others were concerned the rules could prevent individuals 

fundraising for personal reasons, such as an individual sport event. 

In terms of the code of conduct, there were suggestions that people shouldn’t 

approach people asking for donations, that there should be a minimum age, that 

children are supervised by an adult, and that access wasn’t obstructed. 

There were several comments about Lewis Stanton, with some wanting to 

encourage his presence and others wanting action to remove him. 

  

Anyone who wants to ask the public for money on public land in Nelson needs to 

get written permission from the Council. This applies to begging, asking for 

donations, or selling lottery tickets. The Council only gives permission to people 

acting on behalf of a local school, a local community group, or a locally or 

nationally recognised charity. 
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Street advertising 

 

 

 

 

90% think street advertising should be limited to ONE item, 81% agree with the 

current rules about where the advertising can be placed, and an even split 

whether all advertising should be by the kerb. 

In response the question about limiting the number of advertising items to one, 

half of the 35 comments were suggesting no advertising on streets should be 

permitted, due to the obstruction, visual pollution or wind hazards. There were a 

few comments in support of such advertising and suggesting some flexibility in 

the rule, e.g. if a business has more than one entrance or is down an alleyway.  

Other suggestions were: 

 blackboards on building walls be exempt 

 lampposts could be used 

 a license fee be paid 

 limit the number in the CBD but not in the rest of the city 

 have a number per linear metre, rather than per business 

 just have size restrictions. 

In response the question about the current rules on where advertising can be 

placed, again there were suggestions that no advertising on streets should be 

permitted. Others commented that they should be allowed as long as they aren’t 

a hazard to pedestrians, visually impaired people, mobility scooters or prams or 

a wind hazard. Some felt the rules were too prescriptive and some discretion 

was required.  

In response to the question on whether all advertising should be placed on the 

edge of the kerb, there were suggestions to be flexible depending on the location 

as well as suggestions to be consistent, to avoid a ‘slalom’ for pedestrians. 

Respondents who didn’t want advertising placed on the edge of the kerb were 

concerned about them obstructing pedestrians crossing the road, distracting 

drivers, blocking car doors, and pushing cyclists further into the road. 

  

Businesses are currently allowed to have ONE sandwich board, flag or banner 

outside their business. It mustn’t extend more than 60cm onto the footpath. If 

the board or flag is for an upstairs business, it must be placed on the edge of the 

kerb, by the road. 
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Liquor ban areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

People were asked if drinking alcohol in Victory Square Reserve should be 

banned all the time, noting that drinking alcohol is currently banned there at 

night. 

74% support a liquor ban in Victory Square Reserve. 

There were comments concerned with the effect of a ban on people watching 

sport events in Victory Square, after-match drinks, particularly in the sports 

pavilion, and people having picnics or BBQs. There also comments about 

exceptions being possible for community events. Some felt there should be a 

consistent rule for all parks and reserves.  

 

There are currently 10 public places in Nelson where drinking alcohol is 

banned all the time and 17 public places where alcohol is banned between 

9pm at night and 7am the next morning. An exemption can be made for 

events held in those places if Council gives permission. 

Council has been asked to consider widening the liquor ban areas or 

extending the times for some areas.  

Public places where drinking alcohol is currently banned all the time are: 

• Nelson CBD (the area bounded by Halifax, Collingwood, Nile and 
Rutherford Streets 
• West of Nelson CBD (the area including Gloucester Street, Pioneers 
Park and Anzac Park) 
• Queens Gardens   

• Rutherford Park   
• Maitai River walkways and reserves from Queen Elizabeth II Drive 
to Nile Street 
• The central islands of Haven Road between Queen Elizabeth II 
Drive to Halifax Street 
• The Lions Playground, Tahunanui 
• Stoke commercial centre 
 

Public places where drinking alcohol is banned at night are: 

Nelson Central: Along the upper Maitai River from Nile Street to the Waahi 

Takaaro Golf Course; Botanics Reserve; Trafalgar Park; Fairfield Park; 

Miyazu Gardens; Victory Square Reserve; Neale Park/Guppy Park 

Tahuna: Tahunanui Reserve; Paddy’s Knob; Abel Tasman Statue Car Park 

Stoke: Greenmeadows; Saxton Field Reserve; Isel Park;  

Broadgreen Gardens; Marsden Reserve; Railway Reserve from Saxton 

Road to Annesbrook Drive 
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People were asked if drinking alcohol in the carparks out the back of the Fresh 

Choice supermarket (which is located on the corner of Collingwood and Bridge 

Streets) should be banned at night. 

95% support a liquor ban in the Fresh Choice carparks. 

There were a couple of queries about Council having authority over private land, 

and two suggestions that a ban should apply to all public car parks or all 

supermarket car parks. 

When asked if any other areas should be considered for liquor bans, the 

following places were suggested: 

 all children’s play areas (suggested by 14 respondents) 

 all parks/reserves (9) 

 all carparks (8) 

 all public areas (7) 

 all Nelson (7) 

 cathedral grounds/Church Hill (7) 

 Railway Reserve (all or the Stoke section) (6) 

 all CBD (3) 

 all Tahuna beach (3) 

 near schools/preschools (3) 

 sportsfields (3) 

 beside the Maitai River or at Maitai swimming holes (3) 

 picnic table area near Elma Turner library/Maitai river (3) 

 Tahuna back beach (3) 

 cycleways, walkways, beaches, supermarket carparks, roads, streets, 

cemeteries, skateparks, libraries, churchgrounds (1 or 2 each) 

 Wigzel Park (2) 

 Branford Park 

 Botanics Reserve, Centre of New Zealand 

 Steps between Tamaki St and Princes Drive 

 Atawhai Crescent 

 The Glen 

 Bishopdale Reserve 

 Bridge St (between Collingwood and Trafalgar) 

 Collingwood St bridge (under?) 

 Marsden Valley roadside areas 

 Millers Acre 

 Neale Ave reserve 

 Buxton and Montgomery Squares 

 Next to Potato Cart on Trafalgar St 

 Rocks Road 

 Tahuna village area, especially Muritai St 

 Orphanage Creek walkway 

 Walkway behind Founders Park 

 Playground by Riverside Pool 

 Burrell Park 
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When asked about particular issues that Council should consider about liquor 

ban areas in general, people who supported liquor bans were concerned about 

drunk and offensive behaviour and broken glass, particularly where children play 

and commented on the need for enforcement, signage and rubbish bins. Some 

felt drinking should be limited to private properties and licensed premises.  

Others felt that the issue is a binge drinking culture and that liquor bans unfairly 

penalise people who enjoy a drink with a picnic in a public area without getting 

intoxicated. There were suggestions that liquor bans in specific areas simply shift 

the problem elsewhere. There were also comments that the availability of liquor 

for sale should also be considered, in terms of the number of outlets and their 

operating hours. 

General comments 

At the end of the survey, people were asked for any further comments about the 

topics covered in this survey. In general the feedback recognised the complexity 

of the issues and the need for a balance between regulation and freedom of 

choice.  

Demographic Analysis 

The survey ended with optional demographic questions. 

 Percentage of 
Bylaws Survey 

Respondents 

Percentage of 
population aged 15 and 

over 
(Census 2013) 

 % % 

Gender   
Male 43 47 

Female 57 53 

Age   

15-39 12 34 

40-64 57 45 

65+ 31 21 

Suburb   

Stoke 27 37 

Tahunanui 8 11.5 

Nelson Central 50 40 

Atawhai and Nelson North 14 11.5 

 

A quarter of the survey respondents have kept chickens in an urban area, 80% 

have had a pet cat and a third have owned a business in the last five years. 


